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THE NORMAL MIND

By WM. H. BURNHAM

While the characteristics of the various forms of abnormal
ity have often been described, the characteristics of the normal
mind have been taken for granted. As we are concerned
especially with the mental health of normal children, it is
desirable to consider what is meant by mental normality.

The common aim of education and mental hygiene is
adjustment. All are familiar with the idea of development
and training as adjustment. We refer to the evolution of the
physical organism as adjustment. We think of normal living
as adjustment to one's environment, physical and social.
We conceive of education as adjustment. Thus a speaker
at the recent meeting of the British Association, referred to
education as a deliberate attempt at systematic training in
adjustment to one's environment.

Everybody today says that education means adjustment.
Mental health also means adjustment; and all the forms of
mental disorder and the like are now referred to as cases of
maladjustment. In all this discussion of adjustment usually
there is little that is directly helpful in regard to how children
may be trained to make right adjustment and to avoid wrong
adjustment or maladjustment, as we call it.

How may adjustment be made? What is the mental
characteristic necessary for right adjustment? In a word,
what is the essential characteristic of the normal mind?
If we go to the books for an answer to this question, what is
mental normality, the answer the books give is again adjust
ment. But this answer, as we have seen, does not make very
clear what we really want to know, namely, what is the
essential characteristic of a mind that is normal and can make
right adjustments and avoid maladjustment? Can we not
get some more adequate idea of the essential characteristic
of the normal mind? Let us try.

Mental hygiene gets the facts on which it is based chiefly
from six sources: (1) physiology and neurology; (2) psy
chology, normal and abnormal; (3) practical psychiatry;
(4) modern sociology; (5) pedagogy and the study of children;
(6) ordinary observation and folk thought.

(1) Let us look to physiology and neurology for an answer.
Please recall the kind of organism that must make this ad-D
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384 THE XOR~fAL MIND

justment to environment. We find that the human body is
an army of cells, or, to use a better figure, it is a common
wealth of cells.

Modern science has shown the literal truth of the old
Greek simile which likened man's body to the body politic.
The human organism is a commonwealth of individuals.
The number of these individuals is 5000 times greater than
the total population of the earth. According to the estimate
of Dr. Donaldson, the total number of cells in the entire body
is 26,500,000,000,000.

"Thus," to quote Sherrington (6, p. 67-68), "the corporeal
house of life is built of living stones. In that house each stone
is a self-centered microcosm, individually born, breathing for
itself, feeding itself, consuming its own substance in its living,
renewing its substance to meet that consumption, harmoniz
ing with its own inner life some special function for the benefit
of the whole, and destined ultimately for an individual death.
Day-long, night-long, in this commonwealth that constitutes
each one of us, there goes forward as in the body politic the
subservience of many individual purposes to one, the sacrifice
of individual lives for the advantage of the many, and the
birth of new units which replace the dead . . . And each
of these living commonwealths began its individual existence
as a single unit, whence arose the myriads that compose its
adult being. Division of labour went on and with it differen
tiation of structure. A plan informed the mass that otherwise
were a mere congeries of cells. There come thus to coexist
the lime-hardened tissues of our bones, the contractile cells
of our muscles, the conductive cells of our nerves, and so
forth. "

All of these units must work together for the common good.
The functions of all are integrated in a condition of health.
Only in disease do some of these cells set up a warfare against
the commonwealth, or form a separate revolutionary faction,
as, for example, in case of cancer, where a rampant and
malignant individualistic growth occurs.

I t is noteworthy that this most serious of all diseases is
characterized by a growth distinctly dissociated from the
normal development of the organism and representing a
phenomenon of disintegration. Of this Dr. Seelig says:

"The growth of cancer cells is the most disorderly process
conceivable. Of a sudden, and for no known reason, a certain
cell makes up its cellular mind to have no regard for the laws
governing the growth of the rest of its brother and sister
cells. It proclaims itself an anarchist and starts in on a
debauch of growth that knows no limi t of size and no respect
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THE NORMAL MIND 385

for the claims or the needs of the rest of the body. Just as
the anarchist will do untold and irreparable harm to the
social body, unless apprehended early, and properly dealt
with, exactly so will the anarchistic cell do equal harm to the
physical body, unless it and its progeny are apprehended and
properly dealt with."

This integration of the physical organism is well illustrated
by its relation to the poisons of pathogenic micro-organisms,
as well expressed by Dr. Mott (4, p. 679) when he says:

"The vital impulse is in every part of the body, and it is
certain that the more active the vital impulse in an organ
or structure, the greater automatically is the supply of oxygen
by the blood. Every particle of the body is as much alive
as the whole and possesses a bio-chemical memory. In proof
of this we know that immunity against disease is due to the
body's having once defended itself against the toxins of a
pathogenic micro-organism; its tissues are thereby sensitized
against this particular poison, so that should the organism
again attempt to enter the body, the defensive mechanisms
are immediately mobilized and the organism destroyed
before it can multiply in the body."

The highest form of integration is found in the master
tissues of the human organism, the nervous system, com
posed of billions of neurones. This is made up of the central
nervous system and the autonomic nervous system. Accord
ing to some students, notably Kempf, the autonomic nervous
system was the primitive original system, far older than the
central nervous system, and the latter was developed after
this. Possibly this may be true; but whatever the genetic
sequence, today the evidence indicates that the central
nervous system is the controlling system, and its special
function is that of co-ordination and integration. No one has
shown this so well as Sherrington; and this is the burden of his
great book on "The integrative action of the nervous system."

Perhaps a word should be said about this term integration.
The derivation of the word is familiar. An integer is a unit;
we are familiar with it in the study of integral numbers. An
integer has not been broken up into fractions. And again
we speak of a man of integrity, that is, one with no break
in his character, whose reputation is unsullied. Sherrington
uses this word integration instead of the usual word co-ordina
tion, thus putting emphasis on the unity, the wholeness and
wholesomeness of the organism under the control of the
integrative action of the nervous system. Co-ordination puts
emphasis on the parts united, integration on the whole which
results from the integration of the parts.
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386 THE NORMAL MIND

One or two paragraphs from Sherrington's writings express
the essential facts briefly and clearly:

"The nervous system is that bodily system the special
office of which, from its earliest appearance onward throughout
evolutionary history, has been more and more to weld together
the body's component parts into one consolidated mechanism
reacting as a unity to the changeful world about it. More
than any other system it has constructed out of a collection
of organs an individual of unified act and experience. It
represents the acme of accomplishment of the integration of
the animal organism." (7, p. 352.)

"The portion in this system to which mind transcendently
attaches is exactly that where are carried to their highest
pitch the nerve-actions which manage the individual as a
whole, especially in his reactions to the external world. There,
in the brain, the integrating nervous centers are themselves
further compounded, inter-connected, and re-combined for
unitary functions. The cortex of the forebrain is the main
seat of mind. That cortex with its twin halves corresponding
to the two side-halves of the body is really a single organ
knitting those halves together by a still further knitting
together of the nervous system itself. The animal's great
integrating system is there still further integrated and this
supreme integrator is the seat of all that is most clearly
inferable as the animal's mind. As such it has spelt biological
success to its possessors. From small beginnings it has become
steadily a larger and larger feature of the nervous system,
until in adult man the whole remaining portion of the system
is relatively dwarfed by it." (7, p. 352-53.)

Thus integration is the essential characteristic of the normal
body. The study of the nervous system suggests clearly that
integration is the essential characteristic of a normal mind
as well.

(2) If we turn to psychology and consider the mental
processes correlated with the neural processes, we find an
equally great complexity. Naturally the mental processes
may be as many and diverse as the neural. As Finzi, an
Italian psychologist, has pointed out, the processes of the
mental life are not static and permanent, but a series of
phenomena which appear momentarily, and in an infinitely
complicated causal relation, succeed each other in meteoric
fashion as the manifestations of force between millions of
elements, that is, the nerve cells, affected by an inconceivable
number of influences of which he mentions a few, such as
pulse and breathing, practice and fatigue; interest, pecu
liarities of attention, depth of the affective life, the infinite
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THE NORMAL MIND 387

series of emotions; atmospheric influences, presence of other
persons, period of life-such are a few of these influences;
and he adds, instead of a single or a number of curves, the
variations in the mental life for a single hour would appear
on paper like the graphic representation of all the sound vibra
tions of a Rossinian or a Wagnerian overture for a hundred
instruments.

In spite of all this complexity of the mental life there is,
however, a unity and relative simplicity. As Finzi further
points out, the reaction of the organism limits the effect of
external stimuli and the causes of the variations frequently
compensate for one another so that all the waves and valleys
of the curve move within definite limits. just as the changes
of external temperature can change the inner temperature
of our bodies normally only within a few degrees. The reg
ulating conditions of what may be called psychic temperature
are to be found in the psychophysical fundamental peculiar
ities of each individual, namely, in human personality.

The most normal form of mental activity, as noted in the
laboratory and by ordinary observation, is in the process of
attention, in the performance of a serious task. In this
process we have an integration of all the mental powers and
mental processes so that Professor Royce has rightly des
cribed attention as comparable to the tropisms in animal
organisms; that is, attention is a reaction of the whole organism
both physical and mental, a form of mental integration par
excellence.

If we turn to abnormal psychology, there is a great literature
on mental conflicts, on unwholesome mental complexes,
repressed ideas, repressed feelings, psychic lesions and the
like. All these are illustrations of various forms and condi
tions of disintegration of the personality, and indirectly
illustrate the need of that unity and co-ordination of the
mental and physical abilities that we have called integration.
Of such pathological conditions of dissociation and the various
forms of maladjustment, this is not the place to speak in
detail, but the literature is easily accessible. For many of the
less technical examples, one may consult Mental Hygiene,
the journal of the National Committee for Mental Hygiene
and the literature referred to in its pages; and Dr. Wells has
given illustrations in his book on Mental Adjustments. His
classification of the various forms of dissociation may be
given here:

"We have quoted," (12, p. 156-57) he says, "a possible
example of the first kind, in a breakdown of the digestive
system. Here a process is dissociated not only from the
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388 THE NORMAL MIND

personal consciousness (as it is normally), but also from the
main tendency to survival. We shall meet a few other exam
ples. In such cases, the distinguishing feature is the dis
sociation of some involuntary or unconscious function of the
organism. Second, the ability to move one side of the body,
or the lower half of the body, or to make the movements of
speaking, may be lost. It is like a paralysis of the muscles
that make these movements. Certain movements of these
muscles are lost to the control of the main personality. They
are dissociated from it. Third, a patient whose retina is
unaffected may be unable to see objects outside the direct
line of vision. Though his skin is healthy, he may be unable
to feel a touch at some special spot. When this happens,
it is a form of sensation, instead of a movement, that is dis
sociated from the main personality. Fourth, ideas may mani
fest themselves in a great variety of ways, without the main
personality's being aware of the ideas. Prince's patient of the
bell-towers gave a fair example of this, when her hand wrote
automatically something not in the awareness of the then
dominating personality. Fifth, the main personality may
lose control of the organism, which is then dominated by a
system of ideas split off from it. (Somnambulisms, fugues,
multiple personality). Sixth, the main personality may be
aware of the occurrence of a mental process, but not recognize
the existence of the process as a part of the main personality.
(Externalization, projection). For example, a patient com
plains that the 'voices' hurl insults at him. Of course, the
voices come from nobody but himself; but he does not recog
nize the voices as coming from himself."

Besides these pathological forms of disintegration many
minor forms appear in normal individuals. The pathological
merely show in large letters what occurs in greater or less
degree in everybody under certain conditions. Among the
more important of these conditions are emotion and passion,
especially fear and worry, extreme fatigue, the effects of
drugs, indigestion, bad diet, and the like, and besides all these
a vast number of minor distractions that have a strangely
serious effect in disturbing us quite out of proportion to their
real importance. Such are all the little difficulties and annoy
ances that beset everybody, like those referred to by the
cartoonist Briggs as having such an effect that "the day is
u tterly ruined."

Most serious are the distractions of uncontrolled emotions
and passion, the survivals of childish attitudes of selfishness,
envy, fear, such bosom serpents as jealousy and the like,
and a multitude of inhibitions, unfortunate conditioned
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THE NORMAL MIND 389

reflexes, habits, etc. All these are disintegrating to the
personality.

The evidence from psychology normal and abnormal again
points to integration as the essential characteristic of the
normal mind. We may then probably describe the normal
mind as one in which the manifold impulses and mental
processes are integrated for general purposive activity. Here
again we can back up the evidence by the testimony of Sher
rington. (7, p. 353.)

"The normal action of the mind is to make up from its
components one unified personality. When we remember
the manifold complexity of composition of the human indivi
dual, can we observe a greater example of solidarity of working
of an organism than that presented by the human individual,
intent and concentrated, as the phrase goes, upon some higher
act of strenuous will? Physiologically the supreme develop
ment of the brain, psychologically the mental powers attach
ing thereto, seem to represent from the biological standpoint the
very culmination of the integration of the animal organism."

(3) If we turn to practical psychiatry we find that most,
if not all, cases of mental disorder are characterized by disin
tegration of the personality. The whole Freudian literature
is full of illustrations of dissociation, repressed memories
and affects, and all those skeletons in the mental closet whose
disintegrating influence has made them characterized as
psychic lesions. On the other hand, psychoanalysis brings
about its cures by bringing the repressed associations and
feelings into consciousness and by inhibiting their distracting
influence by normal fusion with the stream of thought.

In a great number of cases of mental disorder, as we have
noted, the best form of cure is re-education, and this consists
in an attempt to develop concentration of attention, orderly
association, and wholesome interests; in a word, an attempt
at developing a wholeness and integration of the personality
to take the place of confusion, distraction, interference of
association, and the like.

(4) If we turn to modern sociology we find that the
permanent existence of a social group depends on community
of interests, especially on the integration of the individuals of
the group in doing some significant group task.

The highest example of a normal social group is one in
which the superior abilities of the different individuals of
the group are integrated for a common purpose, and the
highest kind of group leader is not one who dominates the
group, forcing his own views upon the individuals, but one
who integrates the abilities of the different members.
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390 THE NORMAL MIND

(5) Pedagogy and the study of children teach us that
normal children are those who can give close attention, those
that can choose their own tasks and work attentively in
performing them; and on the other hand we find that the one
most serious fault in a pupil is lack of attention, lack of
concentration.

This means lack of integration. Many years ago Dr.
Triplett (10) made a study in which he asked a large number of
teachers to report the most common faults among their pupils.
The one outstanding fault mentioned by nearly all the teach
ers was lack of attention.

A certain lack of integration, it is true, is characteristic of
the child mind. A considerable amount of conflict and
confusion is common. Especially is this true because the
child is largely dominated by native impulses. Control of
emotion has not yet been attained, and the higher integration
of the personality found in the normal adult who has been
properly trained is of course lacking. On the other hand,
however, the lack of integration in the normal child is largely
a lack of continuity and permanence in the mental impulses
and sets of the mind. The mood and the behavior are now
this, now that, constantly changing, and few mental attitudes
are permanent, but for any given situation the integration
in the mind of the normal child is often probably distinctly
superior to that in most adults. The child suffers no dis
traction. His whole psychophysic being reacts to the present
situation. For the moment he shows complete concentration
of attention; and in children as in animals the better the
attention of the child the more promising is he as a subject
for training. Thus while the power of integration is unde
veloped in children and the higher integration lacking, both
in children and in adults alike integration of the personality
is the essential characteristic of normality.

(6) The ordinary observation of everyday life and the
folk wisdom of countless generations, give significant evidence.
Our ordinary words to express mental unity and a normal
condition of harmony are poise, self control, self possession
and the like. None of them are adequate. The word serenity
in its original meaning referred in large degree to this wholeness
and unity of the personality, but this too is not adequate.
The Platonic conception of harmony of the mental faculties
and mental unity and wholeness, represented this charac
teristic of mental wholesomeness; but the technical word
integration seems to be the best term to use in mental hygiene.

The words and phrases used in our daily conversation to
characterize the lack of poise and integration of the personali-
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THE NORMAL MIND 391

ty, give striking expression of the common idea that unity of
the personality is the condition of health. We refer to lack
of integration as going to pieces, being rattled, going up in
the air; and of a man who has suffered a nervous collapse,
we say he is all broken up or he has gone to pieces. When a
man has lost or never had this integrative ability, we are apt
to say, "He is not all there." When a man suffers temporarily
from this disintegration of personality and then recovers,
we say that he pulls himself together.

The evidence from folk thought, as shown in maxims,
proverbs, and the great moral codes, is similar. For example,
the old Romans believed that if a general, when leaving his
home to enter a campaign, stumbled on the threshold of his
house, it was a bad omen. True enough, says Freud, for the
stumbling was evidence that the man's mind was not clear
and united for the purpose in hand, but some hesitancy and
doubt prevailed.

Again as an example from the moral codes it is noteworthy
that the Ten Commandments forbid envy, covetousness, and
the most seriously disintegrating mental attitudes; and Jesus
sums up the whole Decalogue in a positive command for
integration of all the mental powers: "Thou shalt love the
Lord thy God with all thy heart and with all thy soul and
with all thy mind and thy neighbor as thyself."

Another significant piece of evidence from everyday ob
servation is that furnished by the efforts, often pathetic, that
we make to defend and protect our own personality. To this
end we resent the mention of our faults and weaknesses even
by our best friends. Most of us are strangely sensitive to
anything that remotely suggests blame or criticism; we shirk
responsibility lest blame should result; and if, as often hap
pens, we develop a sense of inferiority in regard to certain
things, we over-compensate and become pedantic in the
thoroughness of our performance or perhaps obstinate in
our behavior. Especially it is the blow at the integrity of the
personality that makes the tragedy of failure to be understood
and of unjust punishment or blame both in children and
adults.

It is to protect the personality that we fool ourselves with
excuses for our neglect of personal and civic duty, that we
repress the memory of opportunities neglected and of failure
in performance. For this the slacker and the neurotic become
so clever in inventing disorders and extenuating circumstances.
For this the discredited politician makes his pathetic efforts to
come back. For this the crook sets a limit to the kind of
crimes he will commit and retains some scrap of honor to
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392 THE NORMAL MIND

float on the citadel of his personality. For this all of us resent
anv criticism of our real weaknesses and defects.

As Freud has written the psychopathology of everyday
life, so some one should write the evidence from everyday
observation in regard to what constitutes the essential charac
teristics of the normal mind. Every teacher could furnish
significant facts. All this is best shown by concrete illus
tration. Only a single case can be cited, this pathological
perhaps, but it shows in large letters the sensitiveness that
everyone feels in regard to what seems to threaten the indivi
dual's own self hood and personality, although most people are
not sensitive to such little things.

I know no better case to illustrate this than that of Harrison
Gray Otis Blake, the editor of Thoreau's writings. Mr. E.
Harlowe Russell, who knew Mr. Blake most intimately,
gave me permission to quote from an unpublished address
in which he paid tribute to the beauty of Mr. Blake's charac
ter, and described in some detail his characteristic of extreme
conscientiousness, in part as follows:

"I never knew a person who avoided with such care every
approach to duplicity, prevarication, or inaccuracy of state
ment, who came so near telling on all occasions 'the truth,
the whole truth, and nothing but the truth.' An oath ad
ministered to him would have been not merely superfluous
but an impertinence. Indeed, the form required of witnesses
in court might with propriety have been revised, so as to read,
'you solemnly swear that your testimony in this case shall
be like that of Harry Blake with reference to the most trivial
circumstance of everyday life.' "

The attainment of perfect peace of mind was, with Mr.
Blake, the absorbing passion of life. "At times there was a
suggestion almost of insanity in the excess of this craving for
serenity, of which he himself was painfully aware, but he knew
not how to moderate or control it. Whatever vitiated or ob
scured in the slightest degree this beatitude of spirit, which
he was wont to call 'the vision of God,' was to his whole nature
intolerable. I t was in order to reach and dwell in this frame
of mind that he bent all outward circumstances and conditions
and strove to purge his conduct and his inmost thoughts of
every disquieting motion and tendency. This was the salva
tion of his soul; he spoke of it as 'eternal life'; and there was
nothing he would not freely give in exchange for it. What
aggravated the difficulty of attaining this condition was a
lack of the sense of proportion, in consequence of which very
small obstructions often appeared formidable to his microscop
ic apprehension. To reach a conclusion with reference to
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THE NORMAL MIND 393

the most trifling affairs was always a slow, and sometimes a
painful process, because he had to weigh alternatives separately
and could not put one thing against another and so dispose
of both by a process of cancellation. In figuring, he carried
his decimals to three places, and seemed always to want to
carry them further. Moreover, he had not the power when
he made a decision, to put it under his feet and stand upon
it; he had to take it up again and again and re-examine it.

"No reading, no society, no work, however worthy, was
satisfying to his nature if it failed to put him in a serene and
luxurious frame of mind. This was the test which he applied
to every influence from without and every activity from
within-to literature, art, companionship, occupation, revery,
everything."

Mr. Blake could not be depended upon to do anything at a
definite date. If serene, he would lecture to the Concord
Transcendentalists; if not, he must first of all attend to his
soul. And his finger was always, as we may say, on his mental
and moral pulse.

Such cases are especially instructive; for the experiences
always have an affective character. No matter how trivial
or banal the issue, as soon as it gets to be a matter of conscience
it is significant, for it is a matter of feeling, and threatens
disinteg-ration of the personality.

While the evidence is conclusive that integration of the
personality is the essential characteristic of the normal mind,
and the aim of training in childhood should be to develop this,
still one may naturally say that this is a counsel of perfection,
that every one is subject to distractions, everyone is lacking
in the necessary integration of the personality, and that there
are all degrees of this essential characteristic; so that the
practical question still remains what constitutes the normal
mind, what is the standard of normality, for the practical
problems of daily life in society.

The answer to this is that the practical test of normality
is that stage of integration that enables one to work at a
significant task and that ability at adjustment that enables
one to earn one's own living and get on peaceably in the social
groups of which one is a member.

Roughly normality is a functional rather than a structural
conception. We get the best idea of this from considering
the physical organs. A normal eye, for example, is not an
eye free from defects but an eye that under ordinary conditions
can function normally. Practically all eyes, as shown by
investigation, have, for example, errors of refraction, usually
at least some degree of astigmatism. In most cases, however,
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394 THE NORMAL MIND

the astigmatism is slight, the eye can make its own correction
for this defect, and clear vision is possible without strain. All
such eyes are functionally normal, and we shall not be far
wrong in defining a normal eye as an eye that can make
correction for its own defects and perform its functions in
ordinary conditions without strain. The limits of normal
variation in the condition of refraction, for example, would
be the limits within which variation from perfect structure is
possible without interfering with functional ability.

So with the other physical organs, and so, too, with the
mind itself. The normal mind is not one that is perfectly
integrated and free from defects, arrests of development, or
even from attitudes and habits of thought that are similar to
those characteristic of pathological conditions, but rather it
is a mind that can compensate for its defects and weaknesses,
that can correct its own errors and is able to control its
pathological tendencies; or, in a single word, a mind that
under ordinary conditions can function normally.

That this conception of normality is the only tenable one,
seems to have been demonstrated in the war by the fact that
every one, even with the strongest nerves, it was found, was
likely to break down when subjected to sufficient strain.

Thus theoretically the normal mind is characterized by
integration of the personality. From the practical point of
view the normal mind has such a degree of integration that
it can adjust to the ordinary situations of life, perform some
significant task in society, and get on peaceably in the social
groups of which one is a member. All this is merely saying
in other words what has been admirably stated by Dr. Riggs
from the point of view of psychiatry as follows: (5, p. 287.)

"Lastly, to avoid breaks in character, breaks between
your ideals and your everyday actions, recognize that your
problem is fundamentally the same as every one else's, no
matter what your particular job may be. This problem of
ours, reduced to its common denominator, is to keep our ideals
clear, to adopt purposes that shall serve these ideals, and
lastly to make our ideals live in practical, purposive, everyday
action. To do this, it is first necessary to accept the material
of life as good enough for us, as definitely our material, await
ing only our workmanship to be forged into success. This
should be our method of making our dreams come true, of
living up to our great illusion. Therefore, waste no time
in kicking against the pricks. The 'divine unrest' of ambition
is a noble spur to better action, but the restlessness of discon
tent is a miserable state of misunderstanding. Beware the
contrary currents of anger, fear, and pride, but turn the
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THE NORMAL MIND 395

strength of these currents into the channels of your purposes.
Do not criticize your part in the play; study it, understand it,
and then play it, sick or well, rich or poor, with faith, with
courage, and with proper grace."

If then we may take this as representing normality, what
can hygiene do to develop integration of the personality and to
prevent disintegration and maladjustment? This brings us
to the very core of sound education and mental hygiene.
The problem is of course a very complex one involving the
deeper questions of heredity and environment, the functioning
of the endocrine glands, even diet and other factors of somatic
hygiene, and especially individual differences, early training
and the like; but can not mental hygiene give something simple
to begin with, a fundamental point of view from which to
study the more concrete problems in detail?

The answer is very simple, so simple that most people will
fail to realize its significance. Hygiene and education can give
opportunity for co-ordinated activity, physical and mental,
in the doing of tasks worth while.

This leads to another more concrete and practical question,
namely: What are the minimal essential conditions of human
happiness? Reduced to their lowest terms, what are the
fundamentally essential conditions of mental health-condi
tions universal for all, young and old, rich and poor, the
educated and the uneducated, the different emotional and
ideational types, the individual with robust health and the
invalid alike? On the basis of observation and many inves
tigations, the answer may, I think, be formulated very simply
as follows: The essentials, without which a person cannot
be quite sound mentally, and with which one can have no
serious mental disorder, the absolutely essential conditions
are three,-a task, a plan, and freedom.

The aim of mental hygiene is the care of the mind diseased,
the prevention of mental disorder, and the development in
the normal of habits of healthful mental activity. This aim
is best fulfilled by the simple method already suggested. Again
the aim of education put in its briefest form is the development
of permanent interests of healthful, useful character. The
development of interest is best accomplished by the doing of
significant tasks. Thus mental hygiene and education adopt
the same method for developing a normal personality. Both
seek to accomplish this aim by the doing of significant tasks.

The great value of the task in training can be analyzed
in part as follows: training in the doing of a task demands
attention, and it develops vital interests. What a child does in
performance of his own chosen task is his own. What he makes
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396 THE NORMAL MIND

in a certain sense is a part of himself. Usually he should have
a task that he can accomplish, in order that he may have the
stimulus of success; but even if failure is the outcome, the
doing itself contributes to the child's personality.

This is shown in the case of all classes of individuals, in all
conditions of life, from the child in the nursery to the great
leaders of men in their greatest endeavors. All the heroes
of defeat, who have found their reward in the doing itself,
whether the outcome be success or failure, who have found
the fun is in the fight, who have experienced the fact that the
battle for righteousness is worth while for its own sake, all
these have written in large letters what is the truth for every
individual. All co-ordinated activity integrates the personali
ty. All successful doing develops confidence and strengthens
the personality. The spontaneous doing of some great task
develops a central interest. Action for the aims of some
natural interest integrates the personality. Superiority in
something significant develops the social personality. Co
operation in a democratic group, where the individual's
superior ability is integrated in the ability of the group, in
the performance of a group task, means a healthful relation
of the individual to the group and a wholesome social devel
opment.

From the point of view of mental hygiene a maximum of
freedom is necessary. A condition of mental health means
adjustment. Mental disorder is lack of adjustment. The
adjustment made by children in the first few years of life is
vitally important. No one is wise enough to make it for a
child. No one could do it if he had the wisdom. The child
must make it for himself. To do this he must have freedom.
Any prescription means inhibition. The necessary inhibitions
come from the natural conditions of the task itself and a few
important commands. If implicit obedience in a few things
is inculcated these natural inhibitions are sufficient. At a
later period more conventional training is necessary, less
freedom and more adjustment. At all stages, however, as
much freedom as possible should be granted.

With this training in adjustment and this pressure of
convention and formal education, as represented by modern
methods of formal training, acceleration and the like, mental
hygiene emphasizes the truth that in all this education, this
drawing out of the child's abilities, the child should not lose
his own soul. In bodily hygiene, in somatic hygiene, we
should never forget the familiar words of G. Stanley Hall,
what shall it profit a child if he gain the whole world of knowl
edge and lose his own health, or what shall a child give in
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THE NORMAL MIND 397

exchange for his health? Likewise mental hygiene goes back
to the more original form of this question. What shall it
profit a child if he gain the whole world of conventional
adjustments and lose his own personality, or what shall a
child give in exchange for his soul?

We may well for a moment turn aside to note the wider
significance of all this. The simple essentials mentioned,
a task, a plan, and liberty, involve the most fundamental
problems in human education and human society, and as
regards the personal hygiene of the individual, nothing is
more important than what we have summed up under the
terms integration and adjustment.

Weak, finite, the victim of unknown forces, over which he
has no control, man facing the reality of such facts develops
either a wholesome sense of dependence, the essential of the
religious consciousness, or else he acquires a sense of in
feriority and loses his grip in the inevitable conflict. If
rightly educated, he adjusts to his physical and social en
vironment, and if rightly trained he integrates his powers to
meet the problems that beset him.

As a result of training there is something more than what
is usually understood by adjustment. Although weak, and
the sport of unknown conditions and forces, with a span of
life too short even to study intensively the personal problems
of his own existence and his own health, it is possible for man
to develop a wholesome integration which enables him to
co-ordinate his powers to meet any situation however difficult,
and to do the best possible within the limitations of his own
personality, and at least to make a fight worth while for its
own sake. And again by right training he is able to develop
wholesome social relations and integrate his own little con
tribution with that of the social groups of which he is a mem
ber. The essentials for this training are at once the essentials
of sane education and of sound mental hygiene. For both they
are the same,-a task, a plan, and liberty.

To preserve the health of a social group the same conditions
are essential, a group task and autonomy of the group, freedom
to choose its tasks, to regulate its method of work, and so on.
Simmel (8), who has made special study of the psychology of
social groups, speaks of the existence of a common enemy
which the group must fight against as the great condition of
preserving, unifying, and solidifying the social group. This
is true because the conflict with a common enemy means a
common task which is vitally significant. While other tasks
may not have as great unifying power, nevertheless, for
continuous group activity and the permanence of the group,
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398 THE NORMAL MIND

a significant peaceful task is quite as good as warfare with
a common enemy.

A task for everybody, and a right attitude toward one's
tasks, both individual tasks and group tasks, with leaders
who can integrate the individual abilities of a social group,
means social sanity and prosperity; freedom for each individual
child to choose his own task and his own plan means the
development of responsibility and initiative and the adjust
ment of the child to his environment. Do you dare to give
freedom to the individual child and to the social group? It
is dangerous. Do you dare to let a child choose his own
plan when your own is so much better, at least so much more
interesting? The scholastic product may suffer if you do.
To such questions mental hygiene answers merely by another
question: while it is dangerous to let a child choose either
his task or his plan, is it not more dangerous to prescribe?

To sum up the whole matter from the point of view of
neurology, psychology, psychiatry, and modern pedagogy and
modern sociology, as well as from the point of view of the
commonsense of all peoples, the evidence points to integration
and adjustment as representing the fundamental condition of
mental health; and put in its simplest terms, the essentials
of the training that gives these fundamentals is the doing of
tasks worth while and a maximum of freedom. In the per
formance of simple tasks the fundamental habits of mental
health are inculcated,-attention to the present situation,
orderly association, normal reaction to feeling, and the rest,
and the attitudes of cheerfulness, service and co-operation, are
developed; or, in a single word, integration of the personality
is developed.
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